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VTT – beyond the obvious

Stress relaxation in metals
 Stress relaxation is the time dependent decrease of the stress in a metal under
constant strain, where the metallurgical processes are often considered to be
somewhat similar to those that cause the related phenomenon called creep
• Accordingly, it is often assumed that creep rate can be somewhat directly derived from stress
relaxation behavior using Maxwell equations for viscoelastic materials
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Stress relaxation in metals
 However, several studies[1-6] suggest that direct stress relaxation to creep derivation
is not accurate at least for wide temperature, stress and time range, because
different rate-controlling deformation mechanisms (e.g. vacancy diffusion, dislocation
climb and glide) may dominate during creep and stress relaxation
• Thus, careful stress relaxation to creep derivation would require that the mechanism
controlling deformation is taken into full account during assessment

Comparison of creep rates (red) and relaxation rates (blue) (1/h) as a function of time (in hours)
for equal parameters (T, σ) from VTT OFP copper experiments.
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Stress relaxation in metals
 Industrial applications, such as nuclear fuel repository copper overpack canisters, are
at elevated temperatures foreseen to experience complex loading situations and
include support structures so that propagation of both creep and stress relaxation is
expected.
 The repository canister is expected to undergo internal heating by residual nuclear
fuel activity and loads or strains from handling or other sources subjecting the shell to
the deformation mechanism of creep
 when such loading is first peaking and then followed by steadier periods under
constraint, the shell may experience stress relaxation
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Equipment for stress relaxation experiments
 In a common experimental application, the total strain of a uniaxial test specimen is
fixed and load (stress) is monitored as it is gradually reduced by conversion of elastic
to inelastic strain at a constant temperature
 Key elements to successful stress relaxation testing is sensitive and accurate
temperature and strain control during the testing
 The VTT OFP copper stress relaxation tests are carried out with in-house designed
testing equipment, which is based on the pneumatic bellows technology
• The system is designed for minimum internal load/resistance and it is carefully calibrated
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Test specimens
 The test specimen are uniaxial specimens for tensile loading
 The specimens are manufactured with electrical discharge machining (EDM)
technique to optimize dimensional accuracy and to minimize residual stresses due to
machining
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Test parameters
 Material: oxygen-free phosphorous doped (OFP) copper
 Test type: Uniaxial tensile loading test
 The duration of a single relaxation period is up to 250h, temperature range is from 40
to 90°C, ε is up to 2%, strain rate 0.004%/s during load and unload periods
 Both monotonic and cyclic stress relaxation tests with different loading patterns have
been carried out

Hardness (HV5): 40-42
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Stress relaxation tests

Stress (MPa)

 Typical metallic material stress relaxation curves were obtained in the tests; rapid
stress relaxation during first few hours, followed by more saturated stress relaxation
 Small fluctuation was discovered in the curves, which was expected for these very
sensitive tests, but in overall the results appear accurate and reliable
 Based on the results, the trend seems to be that increasing temperature and
increasing stress/strain seems to increase the amount of the relaxed stress
Stress relaxation at 80°C
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Stress relaxation tests
 Cyclic tests: 3 x (0.65% strain increase, 120h relaxation period, return to zero stress)
• The amount of relaxed stress decreased in the periods after reloads compared to the first
relaxation period
• The “cumulative stress-curve” in the inelastic region appears similar to corresponding stressstrain curve to 1.7% strain without any stress relaxation and reload periods
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Stress relaxation model
 The proposed stress relaxation model developed within work is modified
Kohlrausch[1] model
 The model is based on the assumption that the relaxed stress of a metallic material
as a function of time depends on the temperature and the strength properties of the
material.
 The model utilizes temperature plasticity parameter[2] and material strength-stress
ratio[3] for predicting the relaxed stress as a function of time
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Stress relaxation model
 The model performance was assessed with the scatter factor (Z) method, which
defines the scatter in the logarithm of predicted and observed testing times to give
±2.5 standard deviations assuming a log-normal distribution
 The scatter factor method is frequently used for assessing model performance by the
European Creep Collaborative Committee (ECCC)
 The Z value of 1 means that the model equals perfectly with the observed test data,
and values of Z < 2 are considered to indicate good model performance
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Material modeling
 The aforementioned results and findings are utilized in the Finite Element based
crystal plasticity material modelling method
• The modelling method utilizes electron microscopy images and experimental data to predict
the material behavior and deformation under the stress relaxation and creep conditions
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Future plans
 Monotonic tests in the wider parameter (T, σ, ε) range to further validate and refine
the models
 Cyclic tests with direct stress/strain increase (without return to zero stress) to
simulate possible stress increasing events in the bedrock in the final disposal
conditions
 The effects of these kind of tests on the microstructure of the material are mainly
seen as a change in the dislocation structure, thus future objectives include TEM
investigations of tested material to study the evolution of the dislocation structure
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